
WHAT ARE THE NEXT STEPS AND HOW DO WE GET THERE?
There are so many different directions to develop singing in your school. You may now have children singing all the time,  
but wish you knew how to develop the characterization and expression that children use when singing. You may want 
children to make their words sound clearer or you may be looking forward to getting your children singing in parts. 

The information in this guide will help you find the best path to progression in singing for your school. When you’ve chosen 
what you would like to focus on, visit the Primary School Singing Support Pack - ‘Next Steps’ page on the Out of the Ark Music 

website: www.outoftheark.co.uk/LMEP to choose your THREE FREE SONGS from our partners Out of the Ark Music.

SINGING WITH MORE CHARACTER AND EXPRESSION
When you are singing, there are lots of things you are thinking about at once - it’s one of the reasons singing is so good  
for your brain - standing well, staying in tune, making your nicest sound, remembering the words. So it’s not surprising  
that singers don’t always manage to put all the character and expression you might like them to into a song. Like many  
other skills, you’ll have to work on this over time and keep reminding your singers what you expect, but here  

are some quick ideas to use straight away:

 Do they know what the song is really about? Help them 
understand the context and the story behind the song.  

Maybe they could research it themselves? 

 Give them time to listen to the song and react to it 
personally. How does it make them feel? How do they 
show that feeling in their face and body language?

 Think about the language used. Are certain words  
more important? How do we stress these to help bring 
the character and story forwards? You could use the  
lyrics as a drama piece rather than a song or ask the 

children to read the lyrics out to each other. 

 Use one, or a small group, of your singers as an 
audience: ask them to watch and feed back to the  
rest of the group about how they look and sound. 
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DEVELOPING YOUR SCHOOL 
SINGING STRATEGY 
Schools in Leeds are regularly using singing to enhance their pupils’ 
learning in music and in the wider curriculum. The Leeds Primary 
Schools’ Singing Support Pack (which is still available to EVERY 
primary and special school in Leeds) gave you 6 songs to help with 
this. This year we want you to choose THREE NEW SONGS from  
Out of the Ark Music to help you push singing to the next level.

THE LEEDS PRIMARY SCHOOLS’

      The Next Steps



The Golden Rule by Paul Field

This is an upbeat song championing  
the fact that, through all our differences, 

we should stop and think before judging 
others and we should treat others  

as we’d like them to treat us.  
With optional harmonies. Age 5+

Newspaper Pictures  
by Mark and Helen Johnson  
from SONGS FOR EVERY DAY 

This is a haunting and beautiful song dealing 
with the issues of famine, war, homelessness 
and natural disaster. It’s a great opportunity 
for your children to reflect on such real-world 
issues, and consider how to communicate this 
through the character of their singing. Age 7+

“I want to work on this in my school. 
What Support Pack Song will help me?”

MAKING THE WORDS CLEARER
This can be a big challenge however, really important to overcome. The patterns of singing are very different to speaking;  

we often hold onto vowel sounds for much longer than we do in speech, and this means we have to make the consonants 

much stronger if the meaning is to be clear. 

 Make sure your singers are clear on what they are 
singing: if they don’t understand the meaning it’s  

even more likely to come out as a mumble!

 Speak the words through and be super picky about  
clear sounds. Maybe ask someone who doesn’t know  

the song to listen and say the words back to you? 

 Remember to keep reminding your singers of the 

importance of clear words in telling the story, and  

keep reinforcing how they need to treat the  

consonants to achieve this. 

 Record the song. Are the lyrics clear to the ear?

 Do a little phonics exercise: break some of the words 
down into phonemes and practice each sound in the 
word on its own and then together. E.g. “Today is a 
fantastic day!” becomes t-oo-d-ay i-z a f-a-n-t-a-s-t-
i-c d-ay, so practice making clear, strong “t” “d” and “f” 
sounds, and then check whether they’re still strong  
when you say the whole line. Then sing it with the  
same effort to make the consonants strong. 

“I want to work on this in my school. 
What Support Pack Song will help me?”

Yodelling 
by Mary Green and Julie Stanley 
from S!NGTM WARM-UPS

What better way to warm up than 
with a yodel or two? Hugely fun and 
exciting to sing, a very impressive 
sound will be achieved when the 
parts come together. Age 7+

Doozle Dazzle 
by Paul Field  

from S!NGTM SOMETHING SILLY 
This song’s a load of nonsense,  

it doesn’t mean a thing, it’s full of  
silly, made-up words and lots of  

fun to sing! Written purely for fun,  
this song includes scope for adding  

your own nonsense lyrics. Age 7+



Sing A Round by Mark and Helen Johnson  
from SONGS FOR EVERY SINGING SCHOOL.  

This one simply does what it says in the title! The lyrics 
in this fun song are all about the process and musical 
elements of round-singing. Each new part is sung twice, 
to give scope for solo/group work, before the song is 
sung as a round. Age 7+

The first step is to use a round song: This way everyone is singing the same  
melody, but starting at different times. Encourage children to stick to their own part,  
but recognise what’s going on around them, and hear how it creates harmonies. 
There are of course, hundreds of traditional songs that work brilliantly:  
“London’s Burning”, “Frere Jacques”, “Row, Row, Row Your Boat” etc.

SINGING IN PARTS
If you have a group of singers who can already sing with beautiful voices, matching pitch and timing with each other,  

and portraying character and mood well, you may be ready to move on to singing in harmony. If you’re not quite there  

yet, don’t worry: the more solid these skills are, the quicker they’ll pick up the harmony work when you get there. 

Suggestions for Support Pack Songs to help you with each stage of the process are included below:

Step 1

Once round songs are solid and singers can pick new ones up quickly and well,  
you can move to partner songs. This is when two or more songs sit on top of each  
other so each group is singing a different tune and different words, but together  
they sound great! A classic is made up of “Oh When The Saints”, 
“Swing Low Sweet Chariot” and “I’m Gonna Sing”.

Step 2
Music Matters  
by Mark and Helen Johnson  
from MY WORLD: I LOVE MUSIC  

A great message to promote to your children and your 
audience, and the way the chorus ends up sitting on top 
of the verse at the end of the song creates a beautiful but 
simple harmony. (Part singing, harmonies). Age 5+

It’s Good To Be Me  
by Mark and Helen Johnson  

from SONGS FOR EVERY HAPPY, HEALTHY SCHOOL

A feel-good, fun and contagious song in a soft-rock style, that 
is an invaluable teaching tool and a firm favourite. It tackles 

crucial issues of self-acceptance and avoiding comparisons. 
The song concludes with the verse and chorus sung at the 
same time: ‘It’s great to be different but together!’ Age 5+



Step 3 Harmony which is Homophonic (the different parts line up on top of each other so 
everyone sings chords together) is tricky! It’s very easy for singers to be dragged onto  
a different part than their own, particularly if they’re not singing the notes that everyone 
recognised as the tune. In this situation it’s great to start with songs people don’t 
already know, because you can teach everyone the less obvious note first, and only 
add the “tune” note on when the other part is solid. Find songs with occasional harmony 
moments in to start with and then, when your singers find that achievable, progress  
to songs with more lengthy harmony sections.

If you have a child or two who find harmonies easy to sing, you might want to start  
off with only them singing the harmony part, against a much larger group on the tune. 
Separating into two (or more) even sized groups might sound tempting, but it makes it 
much easier for people to get confused. If your really strong harmony singers can  
hold their line well, others will gradually be able to join them.

Harmony by Paul Field  
from S!NGTM WARM-UPS  

An ideal introduction to harmony-singing and making sure 
that everyone is listening not just to themselves, but to the 
other parts too. Age 5+

Life Is Just Like A Song  
by Antony Copus from S!NGTM TOGETHER

With part-singing in the verses, chorus 
harmonies and clever lyrics, this song  

has just about everything you need  
to promote harmony in your singing  

and in your friendships! Age 7+

SING OUT LEEDS!
Supporting your school 
ArtForms are here to support every school to develop a Singing Strategy that gives  
your pupils every opportunity to progress. Keep returning to www.artformsleeds.co.uk  
to find out how we can help you through;

 Our choirs and school singing opportunities

 Our singing training for School Teachers

  Bringing a singing specialist into your school to work with you. 

You can always talk to Paula Brookes to get bespoke guidance about what we can do to support singing in your school! 
Email: paula.brookes@leeds.gov.uk or Tel: 0113 3782850

Based on the Sheffield Music Hub Singing Support Pack Next Steps Guide


